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Dedication
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They told me,
“It’s not your story,”
And they were right
These sagas belong

To everyone
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Legalese
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This work is copyrighted intellectual property owned by
Leona Graves.
All rights reserved. No part of this work may be
reproduced or used in any manner without the prior
written permission of the copyright owner, except for the
use of brief quotations in a review.
To request permissions, contact the publisher at
GravesyardGifts@Gmail.com
First digital edition published through Gravesyard Gifts
February 22nd, 2022.
To maintain the anonymity of the individuals involved, I
have changed some details. These are my memories, from
my perspective, and I have tried to represent events as
faithfully as possible.
Some sample scenarios in this book are fictitious. Any
similarity to actual persons, living or dead, is coincidental.
This book does not replace the advice of medical or legal
professionals. Consult your physician or legal advisors
before making any changes to your regular health plan
or legal matters.
www.GravesyardGifts.com
© 2022 by Leona Graves
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Leona Graves

Professionally and full-time since 2015, I provide Tarot
and Oracle readings across global networks to those
seeking guidance from a “seer”. Having experienced
paranormal phenomena since childhood, I became
fixated on knowing the unknowable.

With a Bachelor of Science in Psychology and continued
Masters studies in music and visual media, I focus on
ways to help others bridge the gap between science and
art. After working in retail and medical offices, I was
mentored for four years in psychic services. Taking to this
knowledge immediately, I pursued a niche career, seeing
consistent improvement in my abilities through reviews
and feedback from clients. This work has led to fascinating
events and a chance to connect with other spiritual
practitioners.

I am fortunate to research and work in the field of
parapsychology. I not only love but also find a release
through these efforts for the varied traumatic events of my
life, most of which I have detailed blatantly on social
media. Assisting others both through spiritual and
personal development allows me an opportunity to grow
as a psychic counselor and tend my own gifts routinely.
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Poetry

These poems are written lyrically, aligned with song
structures, and inspired by different types of poetry,
depending on how the style embodies the nature of the
card it represents. For example, “Abandon” (Death) is an
elegy, while “Nurture” (Empress) and “Nature” (Emperor)
are odes to each other.

“Nothing” (The Fool), “Orbit” (Wheel of Fortune), and
“Home” (World) are inspired by epic poetry and
progressive rock. They represent the beginning, middle,
and end of the Major Arcana Tarot system, and so are
symbolized as such by spanning a rhythmically related
story through all three chapters.Certain chapters connect
to each other while others stand alone, like “Isolate”
(Hermit).

Creative writing allows a flow of inherent knowledge to
come forth, much like the process of tuning into
precognition through various divinatory practices. I hope
others find inspiration to write about their experiences, too.
I would love to hear from anyone who creates their own
Tarot influenced art. All feedback is welcome.
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Publishing

Currently, the Major Arcana inspired collection titled “22
Years Hidden” is released digitally through
GravesyardGifts.com as of 2/22/22.

When I began this project, it started as a memoir of
events to provide a therapeutic release. As I ventured
forward, it expanded into a more creative structure, soon
aligning with the Tarot, then taking shape as poetry. I
realized this system satisfied both a desire to express as
well as offer navigation to others regarding the cards.

I decided to pursue this work further by taking on the
remainder of the Minor Arcana, or all 79 (originally 78)
cards. It is not a coincidence there is a bonus chapter
and 22nd card added to the Major Arcana; I always
felt something was missing between The World and The
Fool. I’ll let the chapter speak for itself.

It is important to me to publish this work independently.
Please share with anyone you feel might enjoy these
collections, because it will not be mass marketed through
ordinary means.
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Updates

The digitally produced material may continue to see edits
as I build the remainder of the Tarot inspired poetic series.
It might take years to finish the entire body of work. Upon
completion, I will self-publish and sell a print version
alongside an in-process “Graves Tarot'' deck which will
include the 22nd Major Arcana card titled “Transfigure”.
Items will be available through Gravesyard Gifts
metaphysical shop.

Meanwhile, all digital versions will be accessible online
with an opportunity to donate to a charity as thanks. I
believe in the free distribution of information and art,
having experienced the limits of impoverished situations
multiple times. This is still a business, so I will eventually
provide ways to generate income commercially, too.
Updates will be announced.
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Nothing
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taking a step
off a cliff

will You catch me
in suspense?

my life in Your
hands, in Your
Omnipotence

i ask for
only a chance

to become
all You wanted
in Your great,

vast Omniscience

You are here,
Omnipresence

i am Yours
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but, who am i,
if not Your

servant or Your
champion?

why bequeath these
Gifts from Claire?

in a place of
doubters and

skeptics on high?

leave me here
in this cesspit
bathed in dirt
and forgotten

till i die?

i trust You know
reasons why
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Martian red bricks, gummed asphalt, broken glass; i crawl
a child of two running toward mom; i trip, i fall

split open my Third Eye

blood in the car, hospital bed mirror on wall
examine raw forehead Scar; pained by fear, i bawl

vivid dreams then arise
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among ramshackled houses drafting alcohol
acrid faces; barking guns spit bullets that maul

born to countries of crime
Claire Gifts Voyance; mind theater delights and appalls

showing ways to avoid those predatorial
and undress worn down lies

attending dank schools with infested bathroom stalls
cowed teachers, mussed schedules, curricula banal

vacuous need apply
Claire Gifts Cognizance; flickers of knowing it all

the day was a dream; broken teeth by the mess hall
as prescience alumni
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snake tails sink between serried aspens and swamp
squalls
crimpy elms camouflage carmine crocodile vaults
stale waters vivified
Claire Gifts Gustance; forehanded flavors of the trawl
trailing prime nightcrawlers hiding from mossy salt
sustenance simplified

grand fields beckon crowds toward mammoth rides that
enthrall
herculean stratospheres of swings mounted tall
unbuckled masses fly
Claire Gifts Tangency; touch warns hazardous installs
dwarfed within droves and baying caution, still, lines
sprawl
innocence petrifies
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escalators misdirect in an endless mall
plastic fortunes presaged by cheap magic eight balls

coercing needless buys
Claire Gifts Alience; cherry ticket scents aisle

winner! models, racecars, electronics, and dolls
excrement aurified

wheeling beside matchsticks padding hills, feeling small
combing magnificence from rivers to icefall

traversing winding climbs
Claire Gifts Audience; “slow your drive” regard this call

startled deer behind corner leaps to survival
voices keep me alive
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minute lost knowledge etched on ship decks with an awl
antique tales written in scars and pirated hauls

adventures docked and tied
Claire Gifts Empathy; unveiling haunted assaults

immobilized spirits long for hero’s exalt
drift onward with the tide

on a cliff beholding emerald aerials
islets surface to carve a venous slate seawall

rough protrusions mount high
Claire Gifts Sentience; angels stand invisible

soft hand steadies my back while preventing a fall
sipping indigo sky
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what is this
i hear

from You in Your wisdom?
unwrapping

presents
brings egomania?

cannot be
for me

i am special, different
You told me

did You?
am i making You up?

You made me
how can

i use them with purpose
if they are

not free?
what do i know of these

lessons to
learn with

conduct to honor rules?
i feel so

keen, yet,
i am another fool

talking to
myself

ergo, You spoke to me
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Liberate
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White pyramid, locked
Attempts eons before
Approaching to knock

Turned away, Nevermore
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Reversing then skid down a slim trap door
Plunked in a timed engine and clocked

Candy blinking buttons unlatch a drawer
Rivets, clips, pins, shims, and spacers to chore

Caught in an underground cellblock
Attempt to solve this puzzle box

Too many parts; the trick is to ignore
Exiting hatch while room restocks

Wander winding corridors and explore
Beginnings end in a headlock

Rules of Physics from an arcane bookstore
Immortal barricades chipped at and gored

Decide to drop the tomahawk
And instead track my route with chalk

A glimpse as I stand defeated and sore
Reveals concealed passage to walk
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Entry met by a quondam dinosaur
Who failed and now jealously mocks

Explaining mysteries while preaching lore
Admittedly a hungry carnivore

Through jungles, I am chased and stalked
Until ensnared in a wine frock

Escape may be accepting this Mentor
Who then swallows me as I gawk

Slide onto a boat with voices who warn
Whispers from shapeshifting bedrock

Stream between caverns as remarks outpour
Listen while some adore, others deplore

Quiet becomes screaming crosstalk
Choose who to attend or to block

Their resonance crashes my ship downshore
Still alive, I survive the shock
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Have I reached the top?
Conquer apex splendor

Monument unlocks
Eminent Evermore
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Reflection
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god, am i dogma?
deified knowledge to come

seeker out plays understanding the duality
venerates silence in sound

subconsciously conscious sagacity
between two pillars

sanguine pillars

two between sagacity
conscious subconsciously

sound in silence
venerates duality

the understanding plays out
seeker, come to knowledge
deified dogma, i am god.
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Nurture
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To my stout Archon, I bequeath
the means for love perpetual

Worlds laid on an infinite wreath
Fantasies made conceptual

Dancing dissonant harmonies
Acceptance so all may exist

Preservation imperative

Cherubs and imps live artfully
Uncharted birth of every wish
Performing in Your narrative.
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Nature
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To my Inspirer, I direct
Grant beings a chance to evolve

A wealth of birth rights to protect
Judgmentless, all may be absolved

Staged among runts, prized prodigies
Records kept to define their rules
In perfection, dream migration

Through safe states of morphology
Build false holograms to rear jewels

In haven live Your creations.
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Possess
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Paging through Bibliomancy
Searching for direction

Treasure hunting Geomancy
Building vast collections

Crystal tossing Lithomancy
Foretelling affections

Melting lead Molybdomancy
Emblems of protection

Faith payments to command beliefs
Puppeted by demons

Constant desire to overeat
Beds ostracization

Trading strength for narcolepsy
Enslaved by midnight Suns
Wired excessive anxiety

Wage humiliation
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Blessing others with what they seek
Still fertile Venusians

Share fairings to provide relief
Cease materialism

Dutiful tend territories
Unyielding Taureans

Fixed routines, soil conditioning
Planting satisfaction

Though sapient fetishes speak
Sheening explanations

Truth is forever within reach
If we only listen

Try unconventional thinking
Religion exorcism

One with Earth to provide its needs
Reciprocal connection
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Soulmate
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Beasts in bloom, from tall trees of keys collect
Lilac orchid clove rose incense hazed air
Stained saints prospect holes of lawless damp depths
Teaching earnest eros; roaring declare

Chests split, unlocked; fingers linger in gold
Sunburst eyes gleam; soft tongues trail veins snaking
Starry smiles shimmer unions foretold
Students of touch; practiced masters to be

Shapeless lips lead with lewd clues set in molds
Secrets stretch free; open, always learning
Skin swells; pulsing bodies raised, tossed, and rolled
Stink turns perfume; cultures ever burning

Candles spill red noble wax on parchment
Devour majesty in words unsent
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Wonder
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Raindrops spatter Hydromancy
Pointillism daydreams

Winds gusting trees Austromancy
Loud behesting debris

Comet tails Meteormancy
Fables flicker in streams

Cloud formations Nephomancy
Slushing porcelain cream

Skyward, a biga is gliding
Drawn by onyx equines

Faster and higher, advancing
Pilot primp and preening

Premonitions are abstracting
Falling gems intervene
Ample ideas interacting

Over-abundantly
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Deep mirages shadow casting
Through calm aquamarine

Leggings and leather unclasping
Fervor gait softening

Icons fluidly romancing
Deciphering with ease

Lighten reins, horses relaxing
Releasing and flying

Wildest prospects surpassing
Clouds clearing beyond beams
Pearlescent palace refracting
Marbled wet statues gleam

Ornate hieroglyphs entrancing
Silver and gold linings

Ascending stairs of travertine
Emerging a Supreme
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Energy
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power
infinite wise

sparking thinking working
focused effort commands

respect
potence

invent offshoots amid refuse
delving slaking being

boundless limpid
control

product
vibrant flashy
stinging grappling learning
prudent pressure protects
process
offspring
revise input alter knowledge
changing flaring basking
brilliant extreme
result
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Isolate
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fossilized feathers
grind under leaden pestle
ghosts disintegrate

thunder madrigals
applaud serrated paint streaks

interim sky art

tortoise meditates
lapis chill of bold lagoon

swims amidst decades
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Orbit
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Neon eyes select passerbys, gaping at leads
Mirror house with free entry; a winking sign reads:

“Step into Déjà Vu”

Hands in front guide the way, feebly palming cold glass
A narcissist’s wallow; escape futile, alas

“Captive, I will make do”

Spooky entanglement; an opposite hand raised
My reflection bows and a voice articulates,

“Shadow me, follow through”

Shock! It’s an actual parallel dimension?
A trick? Or is it some kind of new invention?

“Stop! What is this Vodou?”

My other face falls sullenly, hope deflated
Alone, cold, statuesque, sighing, and frustrated

“I have tried to reach YOU”
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Reality settles; this cannot be a game
We speak and I notice we haven’t the same name

“And more differences, too”

My doppelgänger fades into another face
Stumbling, I beg for guidance, expecting great grace

“Please, if only YOU knew”

The tragic life I learn of could have been my own
Corruption and murder, this one was not my clone

“How did I go askew?”

Visages twist, pulse colors of flesh stratified
Inquiring how many ‘me’s exist, a reply

“There are more than a few”

Gnarly red fists swiftly shatter icicle walls
A primal version emerges, warns with harsh growls

“Run! I may destroy YOU!”

A harrowing escape from the coils of pure rage
Talon marks; I never thought I could be this way

“Hope this world ends with YOU!”
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Effete ensuing variant trembles meekly
A starved body, a broken world, speaking bleakly,

“The wrong side of a coup”

Why are these other lives bombarding me with guilt?
Is there someone who has lived it all to the hilt?

“Who is next in the queue?”

a genie floats softly by, advanced beyond sense
Consumes my mind, a new species and genderless

“Expand your seed of truth”

There is beauty in knowing what could have been worse
Contrasts to show me how my life is not a curse

“YOU have stoked my worldview”

The being dissolves, onto important matters
Back to mirrors, a perfect replica staggers

“Me again, tried and true”
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We take every action in perfect unison
Words all matching, yet, somehow not the same person

“YOU could be me, in lieu”

Was this individual actually just me?
Alliance, and we breathe in the neutrality

“In YOU, I feel renewed”

Replaced by brilliance, a gravity unforeseen
Beauty of body, in walks a mind so stunning

“Love on sight, who are YOU?”

Captivating, sweepingly distinctive features
Our intense stares lock as we become one creature

“Absorb this billet-doux”

Instant romance; my soulmate within incarnate
Touch without touching; neither of us hesitate

“YOU are me; I am YOU”
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Moments bleed wild rainbows into bland beige prisms
Too soon to change; instant death, is this narcissism?

“How did we part in two?”

We cry because it’s over, with a parting kiss
Time already happened; moments always exist

“And then my love withdrew”
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I need to know how far this goes; absolution.
Suddenly, I feel free; cost is execution

“Living can seek the new”

Every spent life pays in strife and pleasures alike
Balance occurs naturally by being alive

“Illusions will fall through”

Layers crisscross, collapse, collate, and evanesce
Galaxies compact, collide, and spawn new planets

“What YOU know, YOU now knew”

Pacing forward through the warm, ghostly, thickened air
My voices guide in choral, tenderly, with care

“We will always love YOU”
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Honor
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Casting lots in Cleromancy
Inheritance assured

Dead speak truth through Necromancy
Articulations pure

Harking starved with Gastromancy
Discover famine’s cure

Symbols in Oneiromancy
Leader’s futures ensured

Fathers cause daughters to drink bleach
While mothers play martyr

Lonely children’s blood milked and leeched
Naïveté murdered

Hungry thieves handed death penalties
Demons offered barter

Granting prejudicial deceit
Judges without demur
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Allow situations to teach
Intelligent charters
Blood and life for freedom of speech
Ignorance crafts order

Learn from dated philosophies
Aging knowledge matures
Divulge hidden standards to meet
From elegance obscured

Delegate confidence beseeched
Ambassadors procured
Emend to fight for justice keep
Political allure

Write ethic Democratic feats
Rules for all to concur
In wisdom, no need to compete
All may be empowered
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Surrender
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Twilight songs croon hope
Gardenias breathe mist
Peached cobalt aslope

Strolled a faint road, sun kissed

Juniper pond, teal ignis fatuus
Baited, trapped, hung from an old oak

Blind inside raven’s feathery abyss
Thrash against sap strapped leafy chrysalis
With head below feet, gagged, and choked

Bloodlust Hunter tightens the rope
Mind swells perturbation; what will I miss?

Teeth and tongue gnaw through a cloth soaked

Arid air to sand mouth, my words now hiss,
“Observe this truce which I invoke,

Will you hold my hand or hammer my wrists?
Is this love or feasting? Please, make it swift,”

Claire’s Gifts, all to which I devote
Nowhere nearby, all been revoked

Begging, “Let me see,” my Keeper permits
Eyes freed, glimpsing only a cloak
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“You’ve chosen wisely, but what’s Your premiss?”
Except, a reply seems remote

Although bound, I jokingly kick and twist
Suspended humor, I cannot resist

Isolated like misanthropes
Suffocating from fire’s smoke

Spiteful and mean as fun pivots to fits
Hushed as ashes blacken my throat

Embossing trees, to defeat, I commit
Prayer, another way to mope

Flooding memories and I reminisce
Deus ex machina deliverance

Descrying calm, my fever broke
Flora shimmers kaleidoscopes

“Mated, eaten… either way, I submit”
My Savior or Killer disrobes

Equity evokes
Converting altruist

My Abductor spoke,
“With this knife, I give bliss”
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Abandon
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foggy cemetery primrose path springs soul dust spores
graphite moths feast on immortelles as scorpions chime

perched below willows
contact deceased through spirit board

grainy possessed planchette whispers one word at a time

borrowed fingers and ears
pluck troths from air harpsichords

ghouls hover atop headstones; ouija rots into slime
rain of voices decays bodies, fertilizing gourds

masked vampiric nocturnal cavalry parade signs

kin surrounds to amputate Earth’s umbilical cord
abrupt expulsion from turbid embryonic brine
recollect lost memories from akashic records

moments reveal true meaning entering the sublime
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Purity
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Judgments in black and white; spectrums defined
Merged light surface contrasts the will of dark
Clear view: kill or be killed; who lives, who dies

Captured, frightened, tamed, bred, choked, whipped
burn marked

Unknown truths grow to show in the release
Choiceless roleplay atop stages robust

Ventures quest for knowledge; blameless, at peace
Devote to an issue; outline intrust

Voices all true; limit liars, for fair
Washed clean, kindly, and bathed in the sublime

Listen, witness; songs of echo-repair
Grating noises filter through as soft chimes

Eyes are pay of willing saviors above
Neutral notions; angels honor pure love
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Chaos
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YOU KILLED CHILDREN’S DREAMS

mother’s CANE taken away; she whimPERs and DOES
nothing

rings collars cuffs life CYCLES

fazed Angst
bestowalS wrapped in bowelS

dry vomit

Poyais Investments

BEwitchED grassy BLANKets

forGETting to stand
ovErheated suPpliCants baked in

hand CuT caskets of MAGGOTS

tapping PutRid pomeGRANate blood
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air food FOR starvation

pets lose THEIR lucky feet

void voices

SMOTHERING fEAR with CLEAR quicksand obsessions

gaming for GliTTer

cold beLLows wedged betwEEn FIXED CANINEd grinS

Mistaken MeMories

fish conform to CLAss

SNAP creepers

slavers Test Talents Then feed to mechanics

pARAlyzing sYntheTics

banQuets of buoYant boNes and Salted mEats
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netless tHORNY pits

Consciousness Factory

lowest COMMON dENOminator

rolling tonGUes bUry
chOkEchErry sEEds

stranded HAWKS BETween rocks
in molten rIVers of geL

poisonous cacti calling
sirens PROMISING dreams

orange Cones Velvet ropes
hoards CullinG quarries

gambling Dragonfly mystiC
Lessons from Teacher

scoring with Your Name
in the same vein

but You won’t believe me
even though You are

The One who deceived
I’m LIKE You but i’m NOT You

Thankfully
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suspended over Gein’s CAUldron

fILIAl caNNibal ghosts Preach Piety
convincing RestrictioN

Bat at mediCATEd aid
favor famILIAr BETRAYAL

bartER Virgin sEx
to BRONZE miscreants

sell music One nOte at a time
benighteD siGn on the Red Line

SADISM suits
fastened by sTabbing
quills lined into sPines

in AND out

for bargain WISH lists
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thin SKIN auctions organs
beltless cabs animal style

MuMMified moat divers CLUBBING sea goats

emaciatEd lucEnt wirEs
TRANSmit modified maths to liars

cathEXis in eXCess

desert STEW spiced WITH cries

born with lumPs upon scar tissued scales
groUNd teeth powdering laurel wreaths

shadow of charcoal
SPARKED

promises of paradiseYelloWedCracklEd in disGuise

filmic vices grant license
to FEIGN pseudo sardonic tONes

rather than guttuRAl mOans
the richnESs of rawness

Forbidden & Caste
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fervor To finishWhite bones ablush

femme for FEMME straight dECEption
siphoning breasts manipulation

HomoEmpowerment
SPIT her Milk in the mOuths of mEN

doING ALl theiR work
A compilATION

HARDEN erections
foR compenSation

Women hating women
golden gate viOLation

To slit his throat then drink

take BACK pieces of you
And all of me

cum so white STAINED red wine
Steal from me again

play Pretend
i’ll LINE razors in the sAnd
craft my OWn reparations
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Swim deeper & see
Seas are never ending
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Apocalypse
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Atmosphere
Idles and
Radiates

The last of life
Obeys splintered rules
Xenophobics hide
In crevices and
Caves

Onward swimmers
Cannibalize remains
Elastic resources extend for
Ages as they
Near whirlpools
Sinking through slimy holes

Riots and laughter
Objectify disaster
Tiny foods
Tears of poverty
Eaten and vanquished
Nibbled to bone
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Alive to witness
Narration for ghosts
Idealized past
Mirrored make-believe future
Across all
Lands
Saturnine souls let go

Decay to dust
Extinction and rust
Aberrated expectations
Delivered from obligation

Signs and signatures
Kept pages of broken promises
Yearning for meaning

Fog heavy and howling
Across sepia sunsets
Lights dim
Lamenting winds weep
Eerie vocal resonance
Nowhere seen
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Doorways unlocked
Obese buildings
Overrun and vultured
Modified mechanics
Simplify dynamics
Day is night
Afforest senses with
Youngblood armor

Accolades fade to
Rasp sediment
Roundabouts reign
Imbued wisdom of architects
Vivisect shapes
Endless intersects
Safety in willful neglect
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Native migration
Onto other oases
Temporary shelter
Home for the moment
Icy ivy sprawls around
Necrophilic dreams
Gardening seeds of potentiality

Saunter among tribes
Utra-keening
Revival pleading
Validates life
Iconoclastic
Visions
Erase hierarchies
Scamper past lies
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Rendezvous of notions
Utility to reason
Blackhole wanders
Bioluminescence shadows
Laciniates communication
Expectation, a vestige

Ration hope
Etch tales in sand
Bard breath with meaning
Uselessness banned
Emboldened maneuvers
Litigate plans
Dimensional mouths, corporeal
Sucks and slurps closed glands

Ingests
Nightmares as fuel
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Acid blood dissolves chains
Nebulas starless
Oozing cremains
Tar fires skip through
Honeycomb toombs
Ethers bottled
Recycled terrains

Trauma softens soil
Id predators trap bait
Mulching material to
Effortlessly create
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Light
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A
stral
travel

galaxies
inumerous

expectations
believe in wishes

heed the calling of guided aspirations and promises
lead mythical missions for the noble and faithful

to paramount peaks of glorious ambition
trust in glinting celestial illumination

unveiled bodies pouring aurora
awash in lucid lush chimera

listen to motivations of intuition
dust hints at existential alleviation

speed by                            faster than
lightning                                       striking

alchemical                                     crucibles
mix melt                                        and merge

antici                                                       pation
G                                                                      O
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Dream
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illusion
hallucination

confusion

preclusion
asphyxiation

unloosen

dilution
contamination

suffusion

extrusion
normalization

allusion

occlusion
dissimilation
profusion

transfusion
crystallization

diffusion

abusion
utilization
reclusion

infusion
abomination

seclusion

contusion
self-flagellation

intrusion

pollution
humiliation
protrusion

effusion
appropriation

perfusion

collusion
recommendation

volution

locution
invalidation
prolusion

inclusion
illumination
exclusion

delusion
edification
Confucian

is proven
argumentation

unproven

ablution
preordination

affusion

conclusion
annihilation

solution
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Radiate
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Mapping hands with Chiromancy
Indents describe lifestyles
Prancing fiery Pyromancy

Blazing embers primal

Heavens scrawling Astromancy
Stories flaunt versatile

Names connote in Onomancy
Meanings archetypal

Decisions made fast in passing
Connection denials

Rulebooks lead to action banning
Faulty links, juvenile

Unified systems collapsing
Force accused to exile

Masses have misunderstandings
Worshiping false idols
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Accede poise without demanding
Each other to trials

Observe natural advancing
Perambulating smiles

Assemblage engenders branching
Relations raw, tribal

Conditions sounded through chanting
Concerns heard and handled

Realistic visions surpassing
Sympathetic cycles

Euphoric merriment, laughing
Equity is vital

Luminosity outstanding
Happiness is final

All like butterflies fluttering
Spell Eden's arrival
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Filter
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I did; did I?
On lived Devil

No liberties found; forgets authority.
Rob or borrow?

Survive to personalize.
Evil? No.

Emit solo’s time on live communiqué; civic deed living.
Sadomasochism sanctuaries.

Our equal’s shadow casts stone through glass.
Assumption provokes deliverance doubt; self-incur.

May yesterday stay a broken past.

Resolve past broken.

A stay yesterday may incur self-doubt.
Deliverance provokes assumption.
Glass through stone casts shadow.

Equals, our sanctuaries.
Sadomasochism; living deed.

Civic communiqué; live, on-time.
Solos emit no evil.

Personalize to survive.
Borrow or rob?

Authority forgets found liberties.
No Devil lived on.

I did, did I.
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Home
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upon return
to safety
security

freedom from
fighting at all

blessed breaths
warmth surrounding

all are known
we are all one
all are gold
infinite sun

worlds all calm
matching our needs

colorful
prosperity
can it be?
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potted rainbows
golden sprouts
mineral mulch
sun to roots

budding, bending
eyes on vines
frequencies of
airs unseen

how to share the
fruits, flowers

how to touch the
pure, pristine

why have it all?
eternal

tending, growing
or why not?
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accept every
wrong leading
to a new dawn

ascending
sheaves and stairways

mastering
life to a game
skull behind
a vision from

black hole front
falling freedoms
death and life

forming functions
found knowledge

thrills move forward
forever
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every heaven
imagined
into ethers
dimensions
evaporate

hole holding
ouroboros
beyond all
limitations
existing

outside inside
existence

the imperfect
perfected

a greater whole
survival
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arriving back
at the beach

picnic and pills
so to sleep

waves more constant
than evil

or endings
wild born free
knowing it all
and being
encircling
raw defeat

now, only peace
lost and found
taking a step
into the light
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Transfigure
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truth creates love
love creates truth
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